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In his introduction to the new
anthology Chicago Noir, editor

Neal Pollack mourns a city he
remembers from back in the day,
when he labored in the trenches
as a staff writer for this paper.
Pollack’s ideal Chicago is a city
pocked with old-man bars and
dubious ethnic restaurants,
“weird little museums” and
empty storefronts—a city that’s
disappearing as planters replace
potholes and tourists replace
workers. His goal in putting
together the collection, one of a
dozen regional tomes in the series
Akashic Books launched last year
with Brooklyn Noir, is to pay
homage to that city. “Chicago
noir,” he writes, “has a special
quality of nostalgia, an extra
dimension that makes nearly
every story seem like an epitaph
for a city now gone.”

Pollack’s eulogy is a bit over-
wrought—there’s still plenty of
grit to be found in these parts.
His nostalgia trip may just be
the result of too much Texas sun;
he now makes his home in
Austin. But the 18 stories that
make up Chicago Noir do share a
certain dusty, wistful air, from
Peter Orner’s “Dear Mr. Kleczka,”
an imagined letter from the
paroled and laughing Nathan
Leopold to an indignant former
neighbor, to Pollack’s own contri-
bution, “Marty’s Drink or Die
Club,” set in a thinly disguised
Simon’s Tavern. Kevin Guilfoile,
author of the recent novel Cast of
Shadows, contributed the story
below. Pollack hits Chicago next
weekend for the Bouchercon
World Mystery Convention, and
he, Guilfoile, and others are pro-
moting the book around town
through September and early
October; check the Readings &
Lectures listings in the coming
weeks for more. —Martha Bayne

The kitchen was small and
square and further
encroached upon by splin-

tered cabinets and ancient appli-
ances, the latter kept in working
order by a combination of the
tenant’s unusual skills and his
hard-to-find tools. The walls of
the musty apartment cracked and
peeled, but mechanical objects,
clocks, lamps, televisions, and
especially radios had been
restored like museum pieces
among the ruins. Anything not
electrical, like walls, bathroom
tile, and ceiling paint, remained
in a state of ongoing neglect.

—Twenty-two-thirteen.
—Twenty-two-thirteen go ahead.
—Yeah, squad, do you have me

logged on?
—Negative. [Pause] Try again

now.
—Am I logged on now?

—Ten-four. I’m sending that
job again.

—Ten-ninety-nine.
This radio, Kimball Dent’s

original creation, had been cob-
bled together from sets aban-
doned in Dumpsters around the
city or in his shop downstairs by
aborted customers who realized
it was cheaper to buy new and
better ones than pay to have
them fixed. For Kimball,
hunched over a late-night bowl
of oatmeal in his kitchen, every
banal word squawking through
the receiver tonight between
shrill fits of static was like a cut
fastball thrown for a strike in the
middle of a perfect game. 

—Keeler and [unintelligible]
with a [unintelligible].

—Seventeen-thirty-five, I can’t
understand a word he’s saying,
his radio’s garbled.

—[Unintelligible] Milwaukee
and Keeler, stalled car blocking
traffic.

—Ten-four.
—Gonna be a red Honda [unin-

telligible]. Need to order a tow.
His heart beating at an acceler-

ated rate, Kimball seized the scan-
ner with both hands and reposi-
tioned it on the table for better
reception. He didn’t want to miss
a single thrilling exchange.

—Can I get an RD for a zero-
four-six-zero?

—Your RD is Henry-King-four-
zero-four-six-four-three, Henry-
King-four-zero-four-six-four-three
on event number zero-eight-six-
two-five. Zero-eight-six-two-five.

—Ten-four. Thanks.
The old analog clock on his

stove read 10:55. If it continued
like this for another sixty-five
minutes, until midnight, he would
be a witness to Chicago history.

—I still can’t log on. Hold me
down going in for a new PDT.

—One-three-three-five, please
call me in the sergeant’s office.

The Holy Grail of the police
scanner hobbyist.

—Can I get a female for a search?
A Zero-Zero Day.

—Twenty-one-ten.
—Twenty-one-ten, go ahead.
—Anyone know of a Dominick’s

near Paulina and Ogden with a
Western Union [unintelligible]
currency exchange?

Last year there had been over
600 homicides and more than
3,000 “aggravated batteries by
firearm” within the city limits. The
last time Chicago had a Zero-Zero
Day, a twenty-four-hour period,
midnight to midnight, with no
murders and no shootings, was
1999, and as far as Kimball knew
there were no witnesses then. No
ears listening in on the scanner
with an appreciation of the event
as it occurred. No one anticipat-
ing the countdown to midnight
the way he and dozens like him
were doing just now. 

—Yeah, uh, we were following
a youth on a bike that fits the
description of a suspect [unintel-
ligible]. We have him on the hood.

—Twenty-one-ten, is that a
negative on the Dominick’s?

In the middle of the Formica-
topped table, on the other side of
Kimball’s oatmeal but still at
arm’s length, was an approxima-
tion of a laptop Kimball had
Frankensteined from computers
so obsolete that cash-strapped
schools wouldn’t even accept
them as donations. Scanning
enthusiasts from across the
country were instant messaging
with Chicago hobbyists demand-
ing the latest news on the lack of
news, and the conversation
scrolled up the screen with the
speed of a stock ticker. Curiously,
cops and dispatchers weren’t
even acknowledging the feat over
their radios. Maybe they were
afraid of jinxing it. Maybe the
different shifts and the different
districts had no way of compar-
ing notes in real time. Maybe
they wouldn’t have any idea what
had happened until the CPD
command staff had their briefing
in the morning. It was funny to
think the scanning community
shared real-time intelligence bet-
ter than the Chicago PD. That
notion made Kimball chuckle.
He spat wet cinnamon and oat-
meal onto a small auburn oval of
mustache and goatee, then
rubbed his face with a moistened
washcloth he kept on hand for
mealtime grooming.

—I just on-viewed a traffic
accident at 95th and Pulaski.
Hold me down over here and dis-
patch EMS for me, please, squad.

—[Unintelligible] medic [unin-
telligible] contact the station.

—Ten-four. Let me know if you

Zero Zero Day
Excerpted from Chicago Noir, a new collection of

short stories edited by Neal Pollack

By Kevin Guilfoile | Illustration by Paul Hornschemeier
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need any more help over there.
His phone rang, a lovely clap-

per-and-drum trill. He allowed
those awful digital tones neither
in his home nor in his shop,
where the synthetic tweeting
might go on for minutes, unno-
ticed and unanswered under the
din of labor, static, and police
dispatcher conversation.

“Hullo?”
“Dent!” It was Jen Colino. In

the background, her own scan-
ner, an expensive Radio Shack
Pro-96, belched in harmony with
the homemade one in Kimball’s
kitchen. “Amazing, huh? Amazing!
Do you think it will hold up?”

“Dunno,” Kimball said, now
wondering if the cops weren’t
right to observe a superstitious
moratorium on discussion of the
Zero-Zero in progress. “We’ll
know in an hour.”

“Wanna come over for the finish?
I’ll open a bottle of champagne
at midnight. Like New Year’s.”

Kimball sighed. He didn’t have
a girlfriend, hadn’t for a long
time, and Jen Colino was the
only woman availing herself to
him currently. They had plenty
in common. She was a scanner-
head. She was sweet and kind of
pretty, maybe a little fleshy

around the face and under the
arms, but no more than he was.
Jen was plenty attractive enough,
was his point. But if they became
a couple she would be over every
night. She would make chicken
and they’d track the scanner
together, but she would want to
talk. Constantly. Over the dis-
patchers. Over the cops. Over the
paramedics. Although nearly
every one of his friends was, like
Jen, a member of the All Chicago
Scanner Club, Kimball believed
his hobby was a solitary pursuit,
and he wasn’t ready to give up his
bachelor benefits for a warm body
on the couch just yet. “No, I don’t
think so,” he said to Jen now. “I
don’t want to miss anything.”

All his life Kimball had chosen
paths he could walk by himself.
Maybe his parents imprinted
that on him when they made him
an only child. When he was a boy
he loved jigsaw puzzles, and
from there it was a small step to
taking apart radios and fitting
the pieces back together. He
liked keeping his own schedule.
Answering to no one but his cus-
tomers, who were in and out of
his shop as quickly as it took
them to set a television on his
counter and get an estimate. The

people he felt
closest to, the
dispatchers he
knew by name
and the cops
he recognized
by beat tags,
didn’t even
know he
existed.

Kimball
cupped his
right hand at
his temple and
leaned against
the kitchen
window, peer-
ing down at a
refrigerated
truck idling at
the four-way

stop below. With his eyes he
could follow Grand Avenue east
all the way to downtown but
Racine only as far south as the
Metra tracks on the other side of
Hubbard. The Italian joint
across the street was playing host
to its Monday-night-lasagna reg-
ulars and a fleet of Caddies and
Lincolns were squeezed into the
angled parking spaces in the tiny
lot. Along with the bakery and
butcher and the storefront men’s
club down the street, Salerno’s

was one of the last landmarks of
the old neighborhood. There was
still an Italian for every yuppie
on this thin sliver between the
expressway and the meatpacking
district, but you couldn’t really
call it an Italian neighborhood
anymore, not like the Polish and
Korean blocks up Northwest
where hardly anyone spoke
English and you had to check
with your waiter twice before you
put a spoonful of anything in
your mouth. There were still a
handful of aging or wannabe
wiseguys about. A few of them
passed the hot days in lawn
chairs on the sidewalk in front of
the bakery, telling tales of the
great Italian migration of the
’50s, from Cabrini-Green up
Grand all the way to Harlem. But
in the condo sales brochures and
restaurant listings, this neigh-
borhood was River West now, a
name as stripped of ethnicity as
the realtors could manage.

“I could come over there,” Jen
offered. 

“That’s okay,” Kimball said. “I
mean, I’m kind of tired. I’m
going to bed right after mid-
night.” He added, “Or sooner, if
somebody gets capped.” 

“Oh. Okay.” The disappointed

silence was interrupted briefly by
a unit responding to an alarm at
a Clybourn clothing boutique and
then continued for thirty seconds
or more, as Kimball lingered with
one ear pressed against the
phone receiver and the other lis-
tening for the dispatcher. 

Then the buzzer rang downstairs.
“Someone’s at the door, Jen. I

gotta go.”
“Who would be coming over at

this hour?” 
Her words were armed with

jealousy and Kimball wanted to
defuse them. “Could be a cus-
tomer,” he said. 

“You shouldn’t answer. You’ll
miss the Zero-Zero.”

“I’ll call you tomorrow.”
“Okay. Call me.”
Kimball hung up the phone

and walked to the intercom,
smudged with greasy finger-
prints, next to the apartment
door. With some frequency, folks
from the neighborhood brought
their televisions to Kimball’s
apartment after-hours. It most
often happened on nights of
Bulls playoff games. A desperate
basketball fan might arrive at his
doorstep, TV set cradled in his
arms like a sick baby. Kimball
continued on page 22
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tolerated such visits and even
encouraged them. His services
might not be needed much any-
more in the era of disposable
electronics, but they valued his
skills when appliance stores were
closed for the night. 

He pressed the button and
talked at the beige box in the
wall. “Yeah?” 

“Kimball?” a voice replied.
“Lemme in.”

“Who is this?”
“Gerry!”
“Gerry,” Kimball repeated.
“It’s me. Genuine. My TV in

your shop. You gotta let me in.”
Genuine Gerry was a neighbor-

hood character of indefinite
Central Asian origin. Possibly
Kyrgyzstan. Turkmenistan.
Tajikistan. One of those. It would
be a stretch to call him a neigh-
borhood resident, as he didn’t
exactly have an address. To get by,
Gerry relied on good weather and
the generosity of others, and in
Chicago the latter was just margin-
ally more reliable than the former. 

Story was he had been a
Comiskey Park beer vendor. His
nickname was from the Miller
Genuine Drafts he once poured
from his tray. Allegedly he’d been
fired over an aggressive response
to a drunken fan’s insult. Since
the spring, he parked cars at a
new jazz club around the corner
on Ogden, spending the hours
from 7 PM to 3 AM in an alu-
minum and glass box the size of
two old-fashioned phone booths
welded together. His most prized
of few possessions was a tiny
eight-inch black-and-white TV,
but during the day it wasn’t safe
in the parking lot booth. By long-
standing agreement, when he left
his shift, Genuine would hide the
television on Kimball’s second-
story back porch. In the morning,

Kimball would retrieve the TV
and take it into his shop for safe-
keeping until 6 o’clock on the
nose, right at closing, when
Genuine would stop by and
retrieve it for the night. Twice
Kimball had made minor repairs,
once to the antenna and once to
the loose knob, without charging
Genuine or even mentioning
what he had done. 

“Yeah, okay,” Kimball said. “I’ll
be right down.”

Kimball slipped back into the
kitchen to get a quick bead on
news coming over the scanner.
Nothing going on, just a trespass-
ing call from the University of
Chicago library. Gerry leaned on
the buzzer three times in annoying
succession, and Kimball grabbed
his keys, spun out the door, and
sprinted down the steps. 

Genuine was hopping on the
sidewalk, arms rigid at his sides,
his long, curly black hair, Ace
Frehley hair, you know, from
KISS, Jen had called it, bouncing
around his head. Kimball had
seen him high before, although he
was never certain what combina-
tion of herbs, inhalants, liquors,
powders, or pills got Gerry off.

“Let’s make this quick, Gerry,”
Kimball said. “I’m kind of busy.”

“Oh yeah, oh yeah,” Genuine
said. “You have a lady up there?
Jennifer?”

“No, man.” Kimball said.
“Just . . . stuff. It’s late.”

“I know. I know. This is the case.” 
Kimball pegged Gerry at about

his own age, forty, and wherever
he was from originally his accent
didn’t sound foreign, exactly. His
English was occasionally quirky
but always understandable, even
in his present state, and his
dialect sounded more like a nasal-
ly amalgam of Chicagoese and
urban slang than it did Middle
Eastern or Russian. His body

rigid, Gerry continued to hop like
he was underdressed for the cold.
But the night air couldn’t have
been much below seventy.

Kimball pushed aside the pad-
locked iron cage that stretched
across the door to his shop and
unlocked two dead bolts and
then waved Genuine Gerry
inside. Gerry rubbed his hands
together and blew on them. “It’s
right here,” Kimball said, walk-
ing quickly back to his work-
bench. He lifted the set by the
handle and held it out, but Gerry
was looking away, his eyes scan-
ning the broken merchandise.

The indoor fluorescent lights
were off, but plastic knobs and
chrome trim twinkled in street
light leaking between the iron
bars on the window. Hundreds of
small appliances lined every wall
in the narrow shop. Some were
awaiting repair. The ones that
had been wiped clean and pol-
ished and dusted with com-
pressed air sat near the front of
the shop in anticipation of their
owners. Many were shells, par-
tially hollow, which Kimball had
cannibalized for parts.

Gerry counted the shelves with
his finger, one, two, three, four,
five, six, all the way up to the
ceiling. “You got any of those flat
screens in here? Whatyacallem?
Plasma TVs?”

“Not today,” Kimball said, still
holding the television in his out-
stretched arm. “Sometimes,
though. Most of them are under
warranty. Repaired by the manu-
facturer. Occasionally I get one
of, uh, dubious origin that needs
to be fixed.”

“Dubious?”
“Well, I don’t know for sure, 

of course, but when a plasma
comes in here I usually suspect
it’s been stolen.”

“Uh-huh. And whaddya do?”

“I fix it. It’s none of my busi-
ness where it came from.”

Gerry began walking the
perimeter of the dark shop,
examining each television, radio,
toaster oven, and computer. He
didn’t look ready to leave.
Kimball leaned impatiently on
his left hip. Of course, if he didn’t
hate confrontation so much he
would have told Gerry months
ago to find a new place to stash
his crappy little TV. The secret to
a solitary existence is to never
make waves. Entanglements are
just like they sound, ways in
which you and other people are
hopelessly entwined. Kimball
reached up on a shelf and turned
one of several in a row of police
scanners to low volume.

—Go ahead.
—We’re at the CITGO at [unin-

telligible]. We have an individ-
ual refusing to leave. It’s going to
be a black male [unintelligible].

“Most of the stuff I get nowa-
days is old,” Kimball explained.
“Stuff with sentimental value, or
obsoletes the Compaqs and the
Sonys and the RCAs no longer
make. Big console sets. Lots of
record players. Tape machines.
That kind of thing.” 

Gerry turned to face him. “I
need money.”

“What?”
“Hundred-fifty dollars. I don’t

give him, he cracks me up.”
“Who?”
“The man. The man in the

green car.”
Kimball had no idea what

Gerry was talking about, but he
assumed the man in the green
car was a drug dealer. What else
could he be? On the other hand,
what dealer would give a guy like
Genuine a line of credit? 

“I’m sorry, Gerry. I don’t have
any money.” He was still holding
the television, waiting for

Genuine to take it.
“Maybe I take something from

here,” Gerry said. “Something
worth hundred-fifty.”

“No. No. No.” Kimball walked
toward Gerry and tried to force
him, again, to take back his own
set. “These things belong to my
customers.” Gerry was still study-
ing the merchandise. “Come on,”
Kimball said. “You have to get
back to work. Back to the club.”

“This is why it’s a good idea,
Kimmy,” Gerry said. “These
things, they don’t belong to you.
I take them, you tell the owner it
was stolen. Oops.”

“No. Come on. Leave.” He put his
hand lightly on Gerry’s arm and
tried to guide him toward the door. 

Genuine Gerry spun away
from Kimball and when he
regained his balance, his right
hand was holding a pistol, point-
ed away, toward the wall.

“What the hell, Gerry?”
“You let me take something. I

take something or I shoot it, your
choice. You ever fix television full
of bullets?”

—Can I get a description?
Suspect will try to blend in here.

—White T-shirt. Long black
jean shorts. Short Afro.

“Genuine, come on. Put the
gun away.”

Gerry was leaning over a set of
twin turntables Kimball had
already repaired and tagged for
pickup. “What are these?”

“Turntables,” Kimball said.
“Record players. You know, for a
DJ.” He made a noise in the back of
his throat like a scratching record.

“I should take.”
“No. No, you can’t, Gerry.”
Genuine took one step back,

turned his head away, shut his
eyes tight, and fired a bullet into
the machine.

“Gerry! Shit!”
continued on page 24

continued from page 19
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“I told you. You let me take or I
destroy. Either way you lose.”

“No. No. No. Look, settle
down.” Kimball studied the situ-
ation nervously. Gerry seemed
terrified of his own pistol and he
held it away from his body the
way you would a snake or a lit
match. “Gerry, you have things
you can sell.” Kimball held up the
set. “You have a television.
Obviously, you have a gun.”

Genuine shook his head.
“Television is crap. Gun is not
mine.” He waved at an old
Waring blender on the counter.
“What is this worth?”

“Not a hundred and fifty bucks.”
With a sharp, stabbing motion,

Gerry shot the blender twice at
short range. The bullet pierced
the glass pitcher and ricocheted
off the concrete floor with a ping.
Kimball ducked and covered his
head, although if the bullet had
been coming for him his evasive
action would have been far too
late. This had to stop. 

He took a step forward. Gerry,
his back turned, was looking for
his next mechanical victim.
Kimball put an arm around his
shoulder. Gerry twitched but
didn’t move away. Kimball

reached slowly for the gun.
Genuine began to weep. He sur-
rendered the pistol and put his
hands to his eyes. “Please,”
Genuine sobbed. “Ple-ee-ease
just give me money.”

“Gerry, no.”
Genuine turned to Kimball.

His eyes appeared full of hatred.
Because he had seen Gerry cry-
ing? Because Kimball had taken
the gun? Between tears Genuine
yelled, “You goddamn wop! You
fecking dago!”

Kimball blinked at him. Wop?
Dago? These were slurs from
another era. Right street, wrong
decade. And Kimball was a mutt
bred from many ethnicities,
Scotch-Irish, German, even a fam-
ily rumor that would have made
him one-sixteenth Sioux Indian
and, if proven true, eligible for a
low-interest business loan. But
he wasn’t Italian at all. Genuine
Gerry didn’t know the first thing
about him and for some reason
that made Kimball angry.

“Relax, Gerry.”
“Give me the money!” Gerry

had squared himself with
Kimball and was waving his taut
arms beside his head. Now that
he no longer had the unfamiliar
pistol in his hand, he seemed less

scared and more agitated.
Quietly, Kimball recognized the
irony in Gerry’s demands, which
had become more confident and
assertive now that Kimball had
the gun. He also recognized the
upside-down logic of his own
fear, which had likewise and just
as oddly become more intense. 

“You’re not going to shoot me,”
Genuine said spitefully. “I know
you. You’re not going to shoot
me.” After one failed attempt, he
lifted himself up on a gray, paint-
ed workbench and sat there, feet
dangling. His tone was mocking.
“Come on, Kimmy. Just a few
bucks. A loan. It is nothing.
Hundred bucks and I leave. No
money, maybe I stay.”

Tears gone as suddenly as they
came, he now smiled an
unfriendly smile. A menacing
smile. The unhinged smile of a
dangerous buzz. Something
about it made Kimball hot under
his skin. This was an outrage. He
had the gun now, after all, and
Gerry was still threatening him.
And threatening him with what
exactly? This is why he preferred
machines to people. Machines
perform exactly as you expect
them to. There’s nothing ironic
about a machine. When a

machine acts erratically you find
the broken link in the chain, and
when you fix it the machine does
just as it’s supposed to. If you
wave a gun in a person’s face you
never know what’s going to hap-
pen. If you wave a gun in a per-
son’s face and you’re still more
scared of him than he is of you,
how do you fix that? 

Kimball pointed the gun at
the ceiling, just to remind Gerry
it was there. “You don’t know
me,” Kimball said. “How do you
know me?”

“What? For years I know you.
You keep my TV safe. In your
shop. We are friends.”

Kimball still wondered how
their relationship had become
inverted. He had the gun in his
hand, but he still didn’t have
control. Genuine continued to
threaten him. Continued to
blather on. Meanwhile, the Zero-
Zero progressed into its final
minutes and he was missing it. 

Genuine Gerry? Ungrateful
Gerry, they should call him. Here
he was, robbing the fellow in the
neighborhood who had been
kindest to him. Kimball had never
been afraid to answer his door,
hadn’t become cynical about help-
ing his neighbors, and for that he

gets an addict blasting away in his
shop, keeping him away from the
scanner, insulting him at all
hours, the waning hours of the
most important day in Kimball’s
otherwise uneventful life.

“I fixed your TV,” Kimball said.
“What?”
“Twice. It was broken. I fixed

it.” Kimball poked the gun at the
new antenna and knob, which
were clearly poached from
another make and model.

“I did not know,” said Genuine,
but the news seemed to please
him. “This what I mean. You are
nice guy. I know you. Now, you
give me money. I leave you alone.”

—He’s in custody. We have him
in custody behind the Office
Depot. He’s got blue jeans and a
green shirt. First name of Jimmy.

—Ten-four.
Cops and robbers, Kimball

thought. On the street, the gun
represents authority and power,
but only when possessed by the
willing. In a gangbanger’s hands,
or a cop’s, a gun has influence
because bangers and cops are
expected to use it. A cop is sup-
posed to exercise restraint, of
course, but a suspect will give
himself up because he knows the
policeman is empowered by the

continued from page 22
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law to shoot him. Genuine Gerry
surrendered his gun because he
realized Kimball was not. If
there are two people, neither of
whom is willing to use the gun,
then the gun is as impotent as
cooked spaghetti. And so is the
man holding it. A cop doesn’t
have power in a roomful of cops.
A cop has power over suspects.
Over civilians. For you to have
power, someone else must be
weaker than you. And a man
alone is by definition powerless.

“You don’t know me,” Kimball

said, and then he did something
unexpected, which was, of
course, the only point of it.

He fired the gun.
Genuine Gerry yelped and fell

forward onto the floor, his legs
up in the air like a baby’s. He was
swearing. “You shot me! You shot
me! You shot me!”

Kimball watched the blood ooze
from under Genuine’s hands,
which were pressed tight, one on
top of the other, against his thigh.
Kimball knew from the scanner
that if the bullet hit the right spot

in the leg it could be a bad bleeder,
and he watched evidence of that
fact form an amoeba-shaped red
pool across the painted concrete
under Genuine Gerry’s body.

“Call the police! Call the ambu-
lance! You fecking dago!”

Kimball walked to the shelf
and turned up the radio. 

—[Unintelligible] domestic.
The neighbor just got home and
said she heard a door slam inside
the apartment. Ex-husband has
physically abused her before. 

—Ten-four.

—Let me know what you have
when you get there.

“Call the ambulance! I’m dying!”
Kimball looked at an old class-

room clock on the wall. It was
11:45. “Fifteen minutes.”

“What?”
“I can’t call 911 for another fif-

teen minutes.”
“Call them now! I am dying!”

The skin on Genuine Gerry’s
face had stretched itself tight
across his skull. There was blood
on his jeans and his hair. When
he tried to close his bulging eyes,

his eyelids didn’t meet. 
“Fifteen minutes, Gerry.”
From the floor Genuine wailed

in five-second bursts and cursed
Kimball in Tajik or whatever.
Kimball turned up the scanner’s
volume knob another quarter
inch and as he waited for the day
to expire, he reminded himself to
call Jen in the morning, as prom-
ised, after he had given his state-
ment to the police. This had been
a night of revelations.

He might even ask Jen to 
dinner.   v




